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Monday 
December 14, 1998 
Inside Sports 
Protect your www.den.eiu.edu Clm ·, 
belongings call I ..._ 
-·· 
Uniwfsity police officers offer 
tips to avoid being a victim of 
theft over semester break. 
ews Easlem 9nois ~ Charfesb1. ... 61920 \\ii. 84, No .75 12pages Men's basketball team nearly upsets Illinois on the road. '~ .,_ ~· - d. '1"ell the truth and don't be afraid." Story on Page 12 Story on Page 3 
On to the real world 
Kristen Culp I Staff photographer 
Graduates of the Lumpkin College of Business and Applied Sciences, the College of Arts and Humanities and graduate students march into Lantz Gym 
to receive their diplomas. There were more than 1.000 graduates at this year's ceremony. 
More tha!l l,000 urged not to 'stop learning' after graduation 
By Laura Irvine 
and Arrtf Thon 
Staff editors 
More than 1.000 Eastern students 
Saturday received their diplomas and 
ended their Eastern careers. 
"You are leaving here with the best 
education in the stare that smart money 
can buy," Student Body President Sk..-ve 
Zielinski told the graduates of the 2 p.m. 
ceremony. "More importantly. you will 
take with you memories that will last a 
lifetime." 
Graduates of the Graduate School. the 
Lumpkin College of Bll'iiness and Applied 
Sciences and the College of Arts and 
Humanities all received their diploma-; at 
Sarurday's IO am. ceremony and gmdu-
ates of the College of Education and 
Professional Studies. the College of 
Sciences and the School of Adult and 
Continuing Education received their 
diploma-; at the 2 p.m. ceremony. Srudents 
marched in to the sounds of the Eastern 
Symphonic Wind Ensemble, led by 
Joseph Manfredo. 
Lou Hencken. vice pn.~ick.'llt for ~ru­
dent affairs. led student-; in a moment of 
reflection at the 2 p.m. ceremony. 
Before speaking. Hencken recognized 
Ea.stem President David Jomo; for six years 
of service. Joms Sanll'day presided over 
his final commencement ceremony. 
Hencken encouraged the graduates to 
remember their memorie.'i from Ea.stem 
and keep a vision of the future. 
Mack Hollowell. membt.T of the Board 
of Trustees. said only 25 perceol of all 
American students actually graduate from 
college. 
"You have just become part of a minor-
ity in Americ-..i: !hose who hold a college 
degree," he said ''You are your genera-
tion's leaders. I urge you take your respon-
sibility seriously.'' 
Zielinski then spoke to the gr.iduates 
and encouraged them to prepare for life 
after graduation. 
"I encourage you to set your sights 
high and your goals even higher." he said 
"Your time to be courageous has come.'' 
Zielinc;ki also told students to think 
about their fin.t year at Wtel1l and how 
much has changed since then. 
James Tidwell, chair of the Faculty 
Senate, encouraged graduates to continue 
learning after they graduate. 
"Your education is not over. You must 
continue to edUCale yourself," he said .. As 
you get ready to receive your degrees 
today. I hope you all think all of your hard 
work was worth it." 
Joms then gave the charge to the class 
and urged student-; to make the most of 
their opportunities. 
"You've been practicing for 16 years. 
Now it's time to deliver," he said ... It's time 
to take life in both hands and enjoy it." 
L'\1\·1R'-11I1 Hot R'-1 hm FI\.\I '-1 \\'11 r.: 
Textbook Rental Service 
8 a.m. to 8 p.m. Mon.· Thurs.; 
8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Friday. 
Dedle t> reun fal semes1e1 t>c:m 
wilhout a me: Friday by 4:30 p.m. 
Health Services 
8 am. to 4: 30 p.m. Mon.·Fri. 
Student Recreation Center 
5:30 a.m. to 6 p.m. Mon.· Fri. 
Dec. 22 and 23, 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. 
Residence Halls: 
Close at 6 p.rn. Friday. Open br Spring 
sernesaer at 9 a.m. Jan .a 
Martin Luther King Jr. 
University Union Bookstore 
Closes at 4 p.m. Friday 
Opens Jan. 4 at 8 am. 
Booth Library: 
8 a.m. to 11 :45 p.m. Mon. -Thurs. 
8 a.m. to 4:45 p.m. Friday 
9 am. to 4:45 p.m. Saturday 
The Dally Eastern News 
Today is the last issue bf the semester. Publication will continua-
the first day of classes, Jan. 11 
To work 
or relax? 
Some students use break 
as a time to work, others 
relax and visit friends 
By Laura Irvine 
Acbvities ed'dor 
The fall semester is coming to 
an end. and the time has come for 
students to cram four months 
worth of classes into one week of 
final exams. While students would 
probably like to spend their semes-
ter breaks relaxing, most will be 
working and some will be making 
the adjustment to living at home 
with tbeir families again for a few 
weeks. 
"I'm working as Santa Claus 
over break," said senior English 
major Ben Gaddis. "I've had ere 
job for a few years." 
Gaddis said since he lives in 
Tuscola. he will only be going 
home for Christmas rather than for 
the entire break. 
"I'm waiting tables when l go 
home for break and spending lots 
of time with my friends and fami-
ly." said Lisa Bedo, a senior math-
ematics major. 
Bedo said she enjoys going 
home to Chicago, and the transi-
tion from college to home life is 
not too bad. 
"It's not hard to adjust. I enjo) 
being with my family," she said. 
Kathy Mar.kulin, a senior zool-
ogy major from Chicago. said she 
is excited to go home for the long 
break. • 
"When I was a freshman and a 
sophomore. it was hard to adjust to 
being at home, but now it's not. 
I'm excited to go home." she said. 
Markulin said she normally 
works over break and tries to 
spend time with her family and 
· friends. 
Kari Thompson, a junior spe-
cial education major, is not going 
home for the entire semester 
break. 
"I'm staying in Charleston and 
working," she said. 
Amy Kellogg. a graduate stu-
dent in special education from 
Champaign, is doing something a 
little different over break. 
"We're having a Christmas 
party at the women's shelter l 
work at. After that. I'm going to 
visit my parents for Chrisanas in 
Missouri," she said. "I'm exited to 
see my three brothers because l 
usually don't get to see all of them 
at the same time." 
Tom Wirtz., a junior environ-
mental biology major. said he is 
working as a file clerk in a law 
office over break. 
"I'm exited to go home for my 
mom's cooking," he said. 
Kim Allgood. a senior zoology 
major. is going to take advantage 
of her time off. 
"I'm going to work before 
Christmas, but then I'm taking a 
little time off;' she said 
Eastern 
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GOP governors <sick and tired' 
of impeachment discussions 
By The Associated P~ 
The nation's Republican governors arc far 
from enthusiastic supporters of the impeach-
ment process against President Clinton, which 
most of them see as distracting Congress from 
more important business. 
"I'm sick and tired of this," Louisiana Gov. 
Mike Foster said in a weekend statement. "I 
think the whole country is sick and tired of this, 
and if they don't get this over with, and get it off 
lhe front page, there"s going to be hell to pay." 
Foster favors censure over impeachment for 
what he believes is basically a personal matter, 
spokeswoman Marsanne Golsby said. Censure 
also b favored by New York"s Gov. George 
Pataki. That would '"allow us to put this behind 
us and focus on a positive agenda for change 
and yet at the same time publicly and officially 
take an action saying that Bill Clinton did some-
thing wrong,·· Pataki told The New York Times. 
Pataki's stand. combined with lhe decision 
by outgoing Sen. Alfonse D"Amato. R-N.Y .• 
that impeachment wouldn •t be the right choice. 
could influence New York state's small group of 
undecided moderate GOP congressional mem-
bers. However. Pataki said he wouldn't lobby 
any of them. 
Gov. Bill Janklow of South Dakota doesn't 
favor censure, saying it's irrelevant because it's 
not provided for in the Constitution. However, 
"I think at lhis point it doesn't make any differ-
ence. History will judge him with or without it,· 
Janklow said. 
Janklow agrees with Foster on the process: 
"Congress is piddling around with these hear-
ings day after day after day.·· The chairman of 
the Republican Governor's Conference. Frank 
Keating of Oklahoma, has long maintained that 
Clinton should resign. If he doesn't, Keating 
said after the president issued an apology 
Friday, there should be some punishment short 
of impeachment because removing him from 
office would cause a national and constitutional 
crisis. 
GO\. Jim Geringer of Wyoming also fa\ ors 
resignation, refusing to choose between censwe 
or impeachment. One favoring impeachmem IS 
Mississippi's Kirk Fordice, who says be agrees 
with the House Judiciary Committee's votes oo 
the articles of impeachment. 
Outgoing Gov. Pete Wilson of California. 
who won't say whether he favors censure 11 
impeachment, thinks the issue "could occupy 
the Senate for an inordinate period of time when 
in fact they might better devote their talents and 
attention to doing things lhat are of more per· 
mancnt importance ... 
Nebraska's Republican governor-elect IS 
beyond caring. '"Whether he's impeached or~ 
is irrelevant because his presidency is so daJD. 
aged,·· Mike Johanns said Saturday. Nevada' 
incoming GOP governor. Kenny Guinn. jmt 
ha-;n't made up his mind yet. However. he 
added Saturday: "I think there has to be some 
very· stringent discipline set fonh." 
Cities set to be included in settlement 
Tobacco companies could face additional lawsuits nationwide 
KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP) ... governments from seeking their own 
Tobacco companies may soon be damages. 
1 girding for new foes in the battle to Other cities have said lhey are 
reimburse the costs of treating sick watching the case or studying other 
smokers. ways to gel in on the tobacco money: 
Big Tobacco. meet City Hall. * In Kansas City, Mayor Emanuel 
Many American cities, disturbed Cleaver said he's ·very interested" in 
at their perceived exclusion from efforts to recover smoking costs. But 
state governments' multi.billion-do!- a city attorney refuc;ed to discuss the 
Jar settlement with cigarette makers. matter with 1be Associated Press -
'!Ppear ready to open new leg~ fight' even declining to provide calcula-
tO'Yeco~p ftkir own co ... t.s ortreaung lion.' of how much lhe city had ~t 
•"":~~·~;.-.'!'l.·~f~~1Ulle.%-and saitf'the 
That could change after a hearing issue wa<> one of ''potential liciga-
Thursday in St Louis, when that city ti on." 
and a group of Missouri hospitals * New York City. unhappy at being 
will try to convince a judge that the "shortchanged" by the fonnula that 
agreement wrongly prevents local would award it $6.7 billion of New 
York state's $24 billion share, is con-
sidering reviving its lawsuit against 
the tobacco industry . 
Just like states. city and county 
governments have spent big bucks 
on nicotine addiction and disease. 
But the $206 billion agreement 
reached with 46 states last month 
left '"no financial mechanism for 
cities to recover their costs,'' said 
Kristin Cormier, legislative counsel 
for the National Uagiie of 'eiuCs'. 
(four states reached :;epar.ite deals 
with tobacco companies worth a total 
of $40 billion.) 
At its national conference here 
earlier this month. the NLC - an $ 11 
million lobbying arm for the nation's 
municipalities - passed a resolution 
supporting efforts to include money 
for local governments in any settle-
ments with tobacco producers. 
The stakes for local govemmeii 
could be huge. Cities and counties 
nationwide have spent billions caring 
ror indigent smokers, with publicly 
operated hospitals and smaller publi: 
clinics treating patients who've Old 
their Medicaid cap or are uninsured 
'- In some states, local governmeri 
- usually counties -1ran.Sfet"'~ 
to state coffers, where it in e1fed 
becomes matching funds f11 
Medicaid, said Charles Lubinsky. 11 
attorney with the National 
Association of Public Hospitals. 
Attorney: Test indicates 99 percent chance 
that Marine is father of 9-month-old boy 
STEGER (AP) - A paternity test indicates 
that a Marine from South Carolina is very like-
ly the father of a 9-month-old Illinois boy who 
has been the subject of a bitter custody baulc. 
the Marine's lawyer said. 
Helen Fanning. a lawyer for \1arine Sgt, 
John Howell, say:. the tests showed a 99 percent 
probability that Howell is the father of young 
Joshua Morrell of Steger. 
The paternil) test - based on a sali\'a sample 
taken from the boy - was done after Fanning 
filed a lawsuit alleging that the child's mother. 
Stacie Morrell, twice told Howell she was preg-
nant \\ ith his child. Mrs. Morrell has denied 
that claim. 
Now, Howell says he plans to seek custody 
of the boy. 
"I just want to be part of my son's life,'" 
Howell, \\ho i::. manied and has two children 
from that marriage. said Friday. 
Mrs. Morrell has declined to comment on 
Howell's wbh to seek custody. 
The lad~es of 
Alpha Siama 
Alpha 
would l~ke i:o thank 
lleal Anten1ann 
of 
Sliama llu 
for be~na our dream man 
the pasi: year! 
The complex custody case drew attenti~ 
after the Will Count) state's attorney's office 
mistaken)y ordered sheriff's deputies to ta+ 
Joshua from his legal parents and give him ID 
Howell. even though an Illinois judge bad ear 
lier dcnietf Howell's request. 
The statc'c; attorney's office honored a New 
Mexico judge "s order granting Howell telTIJX>' 
rary custody. Howell and MTh. Morrell had • 
affair in New Mexico while she was separated 
from her husband. 
Steve Zelienski 
John Mendenz 
Josh Sopiarz 
Brian Bealor 
Eric Scofield 
Zack Hickman 
Jeff Brice 
Craig Holuj 
Dan Jones 
Mike Butterbach 
Ben Diggle 
Mike A ccetura 
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PD provides tips for break-in prevention 
By Christy Kiigore 
Staff writer 
Eastern police officers said not locking 
doors and windows is "the most conunon 
mistake" in allowing break-ins to occur dur-
ing the semester break. 
Lt. Chris Stone from the Eastern Police 
Department said the most important thing stu-
dents can do to prevent a break-in is lock their 
windows and doors. 
Stone said for a break-in to occur. a poten-
tial thief needs the desire, ability and opp0r-
tunity. 
UStudents can have an impact on the 
opportunity to commit a crime," Stone said. 
He said many robberies are not premedi-
tated, but when an easy chance comes up. the 
temptation can be great. 
Stone said people often gel in a rush when 
they are loaded down with laundry and lug-
gage and will forget to lock their doors. 
"Use those keys," said Eastern police offi-
cer Art Mitchell. 
Stone also warned against leaving valu-
ables in ·a dorm room or on-campus apart-
ment. 
"'The best thing is if they can take any 
valuables that they have with them," Stone 
said. 
The officers said students who have sliding 
glass doors are especially vulnerable because 
the doors are relatively easy to pry open. 
Stone said a broom handle placed in the track 
of a sliding door, even on the second or third 
floors, add<> a great deal of extra security. 
Students living in on-campus apartments, 
such a\ University Court or married student 
housing. also can request extra vacation apart-
ment checks at the Eastern police station, they 
said. 
Mitchell and Stone also warned students of 
off-campus burglaries. 
Out of all the residential burglaries over 
the semester break, 95 to 99 percent occur off 
campus, Mitchell said. 
Stone gave a tip on lighting a resident over 
vacation: instead of simply turning on a light, 
"splurge and buy a couple of timers and set 
them at different times." 
One student, a recent victim of a break-in, 
said to be especially careful with smaller, eas-
ier to take items like CDs and cups of change. 
"Little things that they can convert into 
cash" are the easiest to take, he said. 
The Charleston Police Department also 
has a fonn to request extra residential checks, 
available at the police station, at 520 Jackson 
Ave. 
Any students who are worried about their 
bikes being stolen over break may also be 
able to take some extra precautions during the 
break. 
Lacey Budoslk I Staff photographer 
student is extra careful to lock the door behind her as she leaves her room for class. Eastern 
ice officers said not locking doors and windows is "the most common mistake" in allowing 
-ins to occur during the semester break. 
Stone and Mitchell said it would be diffi-
cult to take large items, but Mitchell advises. 
"If you've got room for it, take it." 
They also said if students cannot take all of 
their valuables with them, they should at least 
move them out of a high visibility area. 
Stone and Mitchell said they are currently 
requesting permission to allow on-campus 
students to store their bikes indoors during the 
break. 
The Men of Lambda Chi Alpha 
would like to thank their 
Secretary 
Treasurer 
Fraternal Ed Pat Grasso 
Rob Grasso 
Mike Johnson 
Rituallst Ben Valadez 
r ViR j ason Uhlman 
Alumni Correspqndent ~ Kevin Yates 
Scholastic Chair .l;..' Tony Seiks 
I.-: Ict»E Ict»E I4E ~ Ict»E ItE I4»E Ict»E Ite 
Thank you to 
our 1998 Sweetheart, 
Angie Maretti of Delta Zeta 
• ~~Men·gma··· 
345-2280 
AIGll's 
CHICAGO STYL& 
p1·zzA 
345-EATT 
Delivery 
·Mon-Thurs till 12 
Fri & Sat till 2:00 am 
·------------· I 10 in deep dish I 
I I 
I 2 toppings I 
: 6 99 I I e I 
·------------· 
·------------· I Spaghetti I 
I I 
I breadsticks 4 drink I 
: 4 25 I 
I • I 
·------------· 1 2 calazones 1 
I I ! 26'9gs ! 
·------------· 
·------------· 1 Full order of 1 
I I 
I potato skins I 
! 4.99 ! 
i °'-tw°'°'°'°"°'-tw°'°"~i i '.'TCBY:~:Jreats i 
.. Examine this for Exam Week' 
I -b'f..r 
•..o{ 14'' THIN,CRUST :~ with one topping• 
:.r:'~ $910 
I 
I 
I BUDGET PLEASER 
I ./ 14" Thin Crust w/one topping* 
I ./ Family Salad w/ 1 O oz. dressing 
I ./ 2-Liter of~ soft drink 
I 
I FOR ONLY$ 
: 13so 
I 
I 
I 
valid on Plett Up lhN 119/99 
:~ ·~ 
Char1eston 
909 18th Street 
348-7515 
I ""'~~~I 
: HOLIDAY PLEASER\erl 
I GREAT FOR ANY SIZE GROUP •• 
I ~-r...1 
I ./TWO 14" PIZZAS (Thin Crust}' I 
I w/one topping* I 
I I 
./ FAMILY GARDEN SALAD I 
w/ 10 oz. dressing I 
./ ORDER Of 5 BREADSTICKS I 
w/ 3 oz. sauce 
ALL FOR JUST $1995 
Valid on Pick Up lhN 119199 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I Charleston 
909 18th Street 
348-7515 CD! 
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------- TheDallyEastemNews -----
National Coming Out Day information corrected 
T he debate over The National Coming Out Day has once again graced the pages of The 
Daily Eastern News. While most 
of the debate seems to be written 
by individuals who have already 
closed their minds to further dis-
cussion, the repeated themes and 
misinformation of these letters 
need to be addressed. As a faculty 
member who supports diversity, I 
feel that uninformed opinions _ 
should be challenged and corrected 
whenever they appear. 
The first issue is the insistence by 
several writers that Coming Out Day 
is a local event concoct.ed by ihe 
LGBAU specifically for Eastem's 
campus. This is a nation31 event and 
the choice of jeans was quite deliber-
ate. In this choice gay organizations 
wanted "straight'' Americans to 
understand the inconveoieoce of hav-
ing to coostmtl.y be aware of others' 
misconceptions. The organizers 
NEVER stated, "if you wear jeans, 
you must be gay." The concept is 
that lhose who wear jeans support 
gays in their life style choices and 
civil rights. Therefore, lhose who 
have a prejudice against gays and 
lesbians must choose to either ignore 
the day, which many students proba-
bly do, or be inconvenienced into 
Your tum 
Letters to the editor 
Education majors. ~~ . 
deserve respect too 
I spent my weekend among a 
group of friends. Four of them have 
engineering degrees wi$ various 
specializations and one of them will 
have a physical therapy degree vexy 
soon. While we were out visiting 
the conversation turned to school. 
One of my friends began harassing 
me about my major (elementary 
education) and some of the classes I 
have to take. We've been through 
this before and I saw no reason to 
argue that while, no, art for elemen-
tary teachers iS not quite as acade-
mically challenging as 
Thermodynamics, I do have my fair 
share of work and responsibility. 
Even non-education majors reading 
this right now probably will just not 
understand. 
When I had had enough J said, 
"Someone had to teach you to get 
you where you are. What would 
you do without me?" To my sur-
prise she laughed and the conversa-
tion finally stopped. Yet, l am still 
bothered by the notions people 
have of elementary education 
majors. I did not choose it because I 
thought it would be easy, nor did I 
"settle" fO£ elementary education 
because I couldn't do anything else. 
I am a very intelligent person. l 
could have chosen any major that 
i.nrerested me and been very suc-
cessful. I chose education because I 
love children and 1 want to have an 
effect on the way the world works. 
That may sound like an easy 
answer, but think of it this way, I 
will play a part in educating the 
doctors, scientists, lawyers and 
engineers. They have to start some-
where and I'm guessing elementary 
school would be their best bet. If I 
didn't have this choice, they would-
n't have theirs. So please under-
stand that you need your factory 
worker to make your popcorn just 
as much as you need your dentist to 
fix your t.eelb. You need your 
Thom Schnarre 
English professor 
"The organizers NEVER stated, 
'if you wear jeans, you must be 
gai The concept is that those who 
wear jeans support gays in their 
life style choices and civil rights:' 
d(essing up to show their contempt 
and prejudice. The.organizations do 
not demand that evexyone wear 
jeans; the ii:idividual's fears of being 
labeled gay or gay-friendly dictate 
his or her rebellion against jeans. 
The day also serves as a promotion 
of discussion on the issues and an 
opportunity for the illogical argu-
ments of anti-gay activists to be dis-
played for all to see. From the 
rhetoric displayed in The Daily 
&stem News over the past two 
years, .I feel this has been a resound-
ing-success. 
The second issue is morality. 
The argument states that gays and 
lesbians are "immoral," while 
straights are "moral." The 
assumption is that if one is 
straight, one has a superior moral 
code regarding fidelity, sexual 
mechanic just as much as you need 
your lawyer, so please before you 
belittle someone's career choice, 
step back and look at the big pic-
ture. No matter what we do we are 
all a part of society and important 
to irs WMvlll.1" "' - J • 
' , .. ' I~., 
Crystal Mllls 
senior elementary education major 
Food services must 
listen to students 
How many of you students have 
been to our "state of the art" food 
service and gotten "five-star ser-
vice" and been satisfied with your 
trip through the best setvice in 
town? No one has to answer that 
question because everyone on this 
campus has some complaint about 
Eastern food service. We always 
bear the honible stories about donn 
food, but we never thought it would 
be this·bad. We have learned and 
accepted the fact that we cannot eat 
pizza for every meal of the day so 
we have no other choice. Why is it 
that we have to eat only three times 
a day? Yes there is the option of 
having a late night snack over at 
Thomas Hall. but I want the privi-
lege of eating when I choose and as 
many times as I would like. 
We are both on the 18-meal plan 
and many times, we are not able to 
eat all 18 meals. A solution to that 
problem would be giving us the 
opportunity to eat as many times a 
day as we want If we wanted to eat 
five times a day then we should 
have the chance ta do so. All those 
meals that we pay for go to waste 
because we cannot eat more than 
four times a day. We can't live on 
beer-battered fish and four bowls of 
cereal all the time. Cheerios are 
good and all but when you start eat-
ing them more times than you 
change your underwear. the taste 
fades away. 
behaviors and interpersonal inter-
actions. President Clinton stated 
he would not support same-sex 
unions because he felt the tradi-
tional family structure "would 
suffer." Anyone objectively 
observing Mr. Clinton's far-too-
public sexual behavior during his 
administration must be baffled by 
how a gay or lesbian individual 
could have a weaker moral code 
regarding sexual conduct. I have 
both straight and gay friends and 
have witnessed little variation in 
their moral behavior. Both groups 
bold down jobs, pay taxes, attend 
to spiritual concerns, interact with 
friends and family and even occa-
sionally have sex. Note that in 
both cases, sexuality is only ONE 
COMPONENToftheirlives.As 
they mature, each group experi-
and congenial food service worker 
named Angie. One of our friends 
handed his card over only to find he 
had no meals left remaining on the 
new high-tech Panther carci. We 
offered to give our friend one of 
our meals, but they said they 'COuld-
• n't do that because it was "against 
the rules." Joe Carroll. a supervisor 
of food service at Taylor Hall, 
attempted to answer my questions. 
Carroll could not answer even one 
of my questions. Our main ques-
tions are those that many students 
want to know: Why does food ser-
vice limit the number of meals per 
week on our cards? Why can't we 
scan our cards more than once a • 
meal? Why can't we allow .friends 
to use our meals if we choose to? 
Canoll's only answer to this ques-
tion was because it is "the rule." I 
was very disappointed with the 
inadequate service all the way up to 
the supervisor. We feel that employ-
ees should know why their place of 
business has certain rules and be 
able to justify them to its cus-
tomers. If food setvice wants to 
continue a good relationship with 
students. they should be able to 
answer these and all other questions 
with justifiable answers. 
Why does food service here at 
Eastern limit our number of times 
we eat a day? It cannot be the rea-
son that there would not be enough 
food to eat for evexybody because 
many of the students don't even eat 
all the food being offered Another 
thing that Dining Services needs to 
look at is lhe price of a meal ticket. 
$5.50 for lhe proportions we get is 
a little outrageoos. We oould walk · 
an extra five minutes and get a Big 
Mac at McDonald's and super size 
it Why does Dining Services need 
to charge so much? 
I know there are a lot of students 
who have the same problem as us. I 
find it ironic that for the amount of 
money that we pay to eat we don't 
get to eat what we paid for. 
Mike Kennedy 
freshman undeclared major 
Nick Sklpitsls 
freshman communications major 
ments sexually to unlock the 
mysteries of their individual 
desires. The ONLY DIFFER-
ENCE is the natural path of their 
sexual aLtractions. The assump-
tion of moral superiority by het-
erosexuals because of lheir status 
as the ma.iority is not supported 
by any non-bias empirical data 
and is offensive to those blessed 
with a diverse peer group. 
A final issue is the acceptabili-
ty of embracing and discussing 
one's sexuality. In several recent 
letters, the authors have men-
tioned the topic of sexuality as if 
it is not routinely discussed and 
even celebrated in our culture. 
Our society is inundated with 
images of heterosexual coupling 
and activity. Entertainment and 
advertisement imagery displays 
heterosexual desire and promis-
cuity on a regular basis. A major 
consumer motivation in this 
country is sexual allure and iden-
tity. When a program such as 
"Ellen" depicts homosexual cou-
pling of the most mundane and 
routine kind, the media analysts 
feel that morality is threatened. 
View an episode of "Melrose 
Place" or "Two Guys, a Girl and 
a Pizza Place" and compare its 
view of monogamy and commit-
Too much focus 
put on Jeans Day 
I think it is about time that 
evexyone does two things: A) stop 
focusing QJl ~ J,.GBAU J~ 
Day, and B) stop twisting the focus 
of the discussion supposedly posed 
belc. I. for one, do not agree with 
the selection of Jeans Day to sup-
port the LGBAU, for it is not a 
clear expression of the support of 
the campus because of the populari-
ty of denim on any given day. 
However, I will support the 
LGBAU in one way, which seems 
strange, not being a member of that 
particular group, but if they won't 
stand up for themselves, somebody 
should. I have read a great many 
letters to the editor that have 
focused on their views of homosex-
uality, rather than the issue at hand, 
which is the issue of the Jeans Day. 
Do not tum this issue into your own 
personal anti-gay battle ground. 
People are gay, and they are going 
to be, whether you like it or not, so 
get over it Do not cell me about 
their "immoral" actions, because if 
you are not gay, and do not partake 
in these so called activities, why do 
you care? If you do not want to be · 
around gay people. don't However, 
there is no reason to generalize. 
stereotype, and bash a group of 
people (yes, that's right, people) 
that you know nothing about. 
Everyone needs to relax and stop 
worrying about what eveeyooe else 
is doing. I hope I have made my 
point 
.., ...... 
sophomore computer 
management major 
Blood committee 
thanks volunteers 
During Halloween, Riley 
Stables and WMCI. The Party, 
Double Q offered us the opportu-
nity to raise funds (and have 
fun!) by providing workers for a 
night during their annual Haunted 
Barn and Haunted Hay Ride. Tb.is 
Our most recent complaint with 
food seivice occurred when we vis-
ited the Taylor Hall facility on Dec. 
6. Our friends and us approached 
the food service dining area with 
hopes of a pleasant enjoyable meal. 
We wae gn:etcd by a very meedul ... j<>o l • ..... ¥••"• ...... "! "vv• "- . . .... OMO.-.) • • was a terrific opportunity, but it 
required quite a number of work-
ment to that of any episode in 
"Ellen's .. final season and analrLe 
which program presents a morall} 
superior example. The celebration 
of marriages, births and heLerosex-
ual couplings of all types is in 
abundance in our society, and thus. 
those of alternative sexual prefer-
ences want some visibility and tol-
erance. 
Our culture ignores individuals 
it fears or does not understand and 
expects those individuals to remain 
silent and invisible. Since this 
silence and invisibility have done 
hann to so many, it is an unaccept· 
able expectation, and thus events 
such as National Coming Out Day 
were invented. If you disapprove, 
ignore the day. If you approve, 
support it Wearing a pair of jeans 
on National Coming Out Day says 
you allow individuals to BE indi-
viduals. Por those who feel differ-
ently abo1;1t individuality, the day 
encourages them .tQ eJtiunille their 
own reactions and to address why 
forced conformity is such an issue 
in their own lives. 
• Thom Schnarre is an English pro-
fessor and guest columnist for The 
Daily Eastern News. His e-mail 
address is cftds@eiu.edu. Columns 
are the opinion of the author. 
ers! Well, several student groups 
at Eastern learned of this need 
and decided to make it happen. 
They sought out the workers we 
needed to run the event, got com· 
mitments and made sure that their 
worker!> arrived at scheduled• 
times:'11fe resutf W'af!lliotfi'et VIT' 
successful event at Riley Stables 
and several hundred dollars 
donated to the EIU Blood Drive 
Committee and Mattoon Chapter 
of American Red Cross. Many 
individuals also helped out, but 
we wish to give a special thanks 
to those groups that stepped for· 
ward and were responsible for 
guaranteeing that this event was 
successful: Alpha Sigma Alpha, 
Lawson Hall Council, Phi 
Epsilon Mu, Pi Kappa Alpha, 
Sigma Chi and Sigma Sigma 
Sigma. Please accept our heart· 
felt thanks. 
Bryan MJlll 
professor of biological sciences 
Volleyball team says 
thank you for support 
On behalf of the Panther 
Volleyball team, we'd like to 
thank the Eastern community for 
all their support during our fall 
season! We'd especially like to 
thank Coach Andy White and the 
Gray Cheer Team; the Eastern 
men's volleyball team; Dave 
Whyte and Little Ceasars Pizza; 
and all the great fans who came 
and cheered us to our first OVC 
Championship! We also appreci· 
ate the commitment of Kyle 
Bauer, Matt Wilson, Deanna 
Mcintyre and The Daily Eastern 
News sports staff. 
We hope you'll all be back at 
Lantz Gymnasium next fall as we 
look to repeat. Thank you from 
coaches Ralston and Kiriyama. 
Betty Rain 
head women's volleyball coadl 
and life skills coordinakl 
~n-day-.Dec--em-~r-•4_.i_~_s ____ ._.._.._.._.\/ __ i_e_W __ J:?..~.!}t _____________________ s
he News doesn't understand honor code 
he editorial board of The 
Daily Eastern News 
reveals in the editorial of 
Dec. 4 that they do not 
tand what a real honor sys-
involves when they degrade it 
charging it is simply a matter of 
· g students sign a piece of 
"A student leaves a raincoat, 
a briefcase, perhaps a CD player 
." Furtbennore, the assertion D. flnll Atklls 
there would be massive · Mathematics professor 
in a classroom - or perhaps even on 
the quadrangle of the campus - and 
returns the next day, confident that 
it will still be there?' 
rworlc being shuffled around" Emeritus 
ly underlines that the editorial 
is ill-infonned. Under an 
system. the student simply The University of Vuginia has an 
on the assignment a brief honor systan. which goes back 
nt, posted in every class- about 140 years, and it is run entire-
that the work has been done ly by the student body. In intensive 
· stent with the honor code and indoctrinalion ~ at the begin-
it An honor code is not a ning of their work at the university, 
of '1>al>er," it is a matter of students are made aware of the 
t attitude. honor system, its time-honored tra-
know something of real honor dition and its importance to the rep-
since my son graduated utation of the university. Its premise 
the University of Vuginia with is very simple: a stude2a at the 
. degree in 1981 and a J.D. 1 Uniwrsity .of Vupna docs ~lie; 
in 1984. Of the t.even ~lm:i cheat or *8111'IlllleelfOJOd ~of 
I011!¢WllpU&rMrwtM ~n~ violating the honor code in a trial by 
'honodystem for five years, a jury of their peers are excluded 
tmdergraduate years as an FOREVER from the University of 
adviser and three in law Vuginia The violation of the honor 
as counsel in honor trials. code is llOled on their transcript and 
their departure is noced by a simple 
black box on the front page of the 
university newspaper: "A student 
(not named) has left the university 
after a conviction of (identification 
of the offense)." 
The honor system is supervised 
by an Honor Committee made up of 
one member elected from each col-
lege oc the university.: Ille procedure 
is es9ft!rially as follows: 5llldeots 
, who~ or leatn of a possible 
honor offense investig~ and con-
front the accused. IF they conclude 
that an offense has occurred. they 
make an official "accusation" and 
the is&Je goes to trial. The proce-
dure is kept entirely secret so that 
it in these tellm. How stupid will 
our country look if we impeach a 
president over a sexual affair? 
the reputation of the student will not 
be besmirched in case he/she is 
found innocent, though the accused 
has the right to request a public trial. 
Some of the cases are very com-
plicated and require extelWve 
research and careful preparation. I 
recall my son mcotioned one case 
which involved cheating in a com-
puter class in which the evidence 
wa.c; a stack of computer printouts a 
foot high. The editorial boanl docs 
not wxbstand that an honor code -
if taken seriously - changes the out-
look of every student Profes.wrs do 
not proctor exams at the University 
of Vuginia; the professor pmses out 
the exam, ms if there are any ques-
ti<m. and returns to hi.slber office. 
Students are free to take the exam to 
the c::oft'ee shop on the earner if they 
like and finish it there. In some 
cbwes, usually in graduate or pro-
fes&onal schdols, the professor 
announces that the final exam will 
be available at any time after a spec-
ified date near the end of the semes-
ter. The student gets the exam from 
the professor or his assistant at a 
time of his/her choosing, works on 
the exam in any place oonvenient to 
Dining Service should 
always have spoons 
him/her, and returns the exam to the 
professor's office by the end of the 
allotted time. 
A student leaves a raio:oa1, a brief-
C$C, ~a CD player in a c~ 
room - <X' perhap> even oo the <1Bl-
rangle of the C3lq1IS - n1 renmc; the 
next day. oonfidert that it will still be 
there. 
The editorial board asks how an 
honor code would "change the con-
sequences of being caught cheat-
ing" adding that "students already 
face the possibility of expulsion." 
''Caught" by whom. "expelled" by 
whom? Here students are caught 
by professors and expelled by the 
administtalioo. Under ... Iott sys-
tem. cheating is not a cat-and-
mouse game between students and 
professors. Students assume self-
responsibility for honor and 
enforcement of its rules. Were they 
to read your editorial. students at 
the University of Vuginia would be 
insulted by the way in which you ru 
have trivialized the honor systan."'im 
• 0. Ferrel Atkins is a professor emer-1 /' 
itus and a guest coUnnist for The 
Daily Eastern News. His e-mail 
address is cfdfa@eiu.edu. 
Govenuat out 
for their own good 
possible for the event to happen. 
Their giving of their time is often not 
appreciated. but the committee real-
izes that all of you are the wheels 
have learned so much from you and engine on which our "drive" O. Allbalt I think it's safe to say that people Many Americans were out-
1 must reply to you all (or at runs! Many persons helped out, freshman undeclared major like the week to start out right I hap- raged when President Clinton 
the smart ones). After all. it is some donating then staying to vol- pen to be one of those people, and looked straight into the camera 
that I have learned. from the unteer! We cannot list the names. but Student Rec "-nl noching starts my week out better and with an air of complete sin-
• letterwriting ~ and we wish to thank the women of .,.,. than a good ~ast . cerity lied about and affair with 
~·the~ Delta Sigma Pi. men of Pi Kappa needs ..,... --ac . Aftmy thing~ this mxn- Monica Lewinsky. Some of these 
~ ~O&Ut'. ~ their Alpha and Epsilon Sigma Alpha _,. lllual mg.~ Just lilce ~ Monday same AO)ericaos wjlL,.imelav~ an ~lB\l?it!ll W'it!f11hJ~1~;1111"' ~d_te}'-~.fot'wmott ahd"-"J<11 -\Win •yob g.:t0'1Ht wtigltM• ,,i,, ~ I made a special ~tp.~ .,, attack oritfM¥tiAt\clYf."w.;•uu:. 
,JJQW lDlponant Jl is to rou- • rn ;. toofc' ~- fi:J mslfre~ ' ~I room1ti<tty"t0tlf(lfiip~"f ihffL 1l 1 .. up a little early so I could en.JOY a ruce gospel wttfnr.e"dtrth~ert!tft.•S. 
. get~~ a young age and were enough volunteers lhroughout lot of students feel that listening to bowl~~ al SteVeDSOO Hall !'5 I ment and media give them as rea-
unportant 11 L'i to our elders to the drive. Again. our special thanks music gives them that edge to stood~ line 10 ~my food. I~ sons for the attack. 
all our you~ urges. I have to our supporters. work harder. The one place that a post-it note with~ worm • ~ An attack on Iraq has nothing 
the uue ~g of toler- most students go to lift weights is SPOONS lODAY. I~ ~ve ~ to do with weapons of mass 
and understanding to all the Student Recreation Center. grabbed a muffin, but lilce I said. I like destruction (several countries 
the use o~ arguments and The only problem with working a _good breakfa<il I decided to brave it have them). violation of U.N. res-
(and occa-;ionally blue . . out at the Rec Center is there is with a f<Xlc. olutions (Israel bas violated many 
). Here I have learned that ll IS Forget Clinton's sex . not music being played that gives , One~ probl~ though. The of them). Saddam Hussein being 
t to regularly attend c~ass IHe he has ...-L lo do most students a type of motiva- cer:ai selectJ.on wa-;n t broad ~gh a brutal dictator (the United State 
what you have to say 15 ~t ' WUll\ tion. In order to listen to music, to inctuc:te one that I could effectJ.ve- brought Pinochet to power), 
lnl:101_rt.an_ t as ho.w often you say it I would like to take is&Je with the you have to bring your own pair ly eat~~ a fork. I thought~ democracy or human rights. It 
it 15 ~ften un~t to. shout writers of the letters from the Dec. 4 of headphones. The students who myself. ~le Jacks ··· too ~Jg. bas everything to do with oil and 
you believ~ rerru~n~ ~s- and 7 issues of The Daily~ don't own a pair of headphones Cocoa Krispaes ·:· too~- So I the desire of the United States to 
~w stupi~_thear <?P1?,1°ns are News. FIJ'Sl of all, I would lilce to are unable to enjoy the music as figured I wouldn ~eat 1~ ~I~- weaken all independent-minded 
a· pre-cogmuve s~ ). Here know when Ointon bashing became they worlc out. ly do. I would wait_unul it.got a ~1t states in the region so the large 
I~ th~t sex is_an ~coho!- in. The man lied Big friggin' deal. I One solution I thought would ~._but by then it W!lS like eaung multinational oil companies can· 1m 
disease-ndden vtolatJ.On per- would like to see you point out two be a good idea would be for the little pieces of ham. • . dominate the oil reserves of tl1e i<;;if 
, only betJNeen two condom mc!R'~{~*~ tb ~ Rec Center to rent headphones. It N~y, I ~ouldn t complain. Middle East. War also serves as a 
. peop'~ who love each other. who right now Woilld t.&mll'I& ~~ ~ could ~trome headphones but Dining ScrvJCe had the whole showcase for the new high tech-
g o~ disease: I learned that ing an affair. l would also like to from a store, and then tum around weekend to score some spoons:They nology weapons produced by 
. food is not ac; 111~ixx:t8"t ~ take issue with Tun Folliard's use of and rent them to the students that could have even called up_~berton military contractors. Some ratio-
g. In fac_t, learning 1~lf 15 • the word stupid might want to listen to music as Hall or Taylor Hall and said. Hey nale must be given for the bloated 
barely C:Clipsed by the un~- I found it very ironic that he was they work out. For 25 cents or 50 man. can.,.~~ a fe~ ~<;for military budgets and the tremen-
.0f ones grades. S~ ma telling Dick Howell to grow up cents a day, I believe it wouldn't Monday· Next~ Id lilce some dous government subsidy to high 
IS second only to order m when it wa-; Folliard's writing that be a bad idea. 1be Rec Center spoons. If not. let s get some cereal technology industry, which has 
classes are taken ··· and how reminded me of someone in junior could possibly profit from this that can even stay on a fork. How supported the capitalist system 
money you .~e ~col- high. For a sophomore, he should idea to help maintain the weight about some Lucky Cbarms? since World War n. Since Russia 
I gues.5 leanung isn t that have better writing skills, and he room equipment dissolved. new enemies must be 
after all. But~ should be able to come up with bet- Another solution could simply IM llfte found or created. 
have learned something. ter reasoning than a 4-year-old. On be setting up a sound system in 1unior theater arts major The sanctions against Iraq 
you all seem to know so the Clinton is.-;ue, I think we should the weight room IR8. In order to have killed over two million 
just drop it To quote The real state satisfy the dift'emit variety of Lane 1·s an 1·nsplr1·ng Iraqis - 500,000 of then'l-chii- I 
of the Union Address, which can be music listened to by students, dren. The use of depleted ura'.ni.: 
Mmto Bartolalll found online: ·70 put it bluntly; Bill there could be dift'ermt types of professor of music um in the Persian Gulf War has I 
senior English major Clinton is running a country. and music played each day. The sound caused an alarming inctease in • 
nks to all who 
with blood drive 
he's doing it with his pant-; down." system could also be like a juke- This is my first year at Eastern. cancers and other diseases m 1 • 
Most people in America have time box. 1be students could put in $1 and I would like to comment on a Iraq, I think it is vet}' ironic and 
to wonder how their stock is doing and choose some songs to listen class I took this fall semester. I am sad that conservative · · ' 1 
while sitting in their own homes. to. If the studenli doa't like the glad to say. that I hall the privilege Republicans. who are always 
They're not wonying about where music being played they have an to be in Professor Johnny Lee complaining about immonality 
·' 
want to congratulate the 
community for anodler suc-
American Red Cross Blood 
their next meal will come from. I'm option of renting a pmr of head- Lane's cl av .. , Music 2556 expcri- and lack of family values, find 
not implying that is the case every- phones. encing African-American music. nothing at all immoral about what 
where, but I'll bet almost no one Whatever the solution may be. Lane's love for music and the class has been done to the Iraqi people held Dec. 2 and 3. We were 
IO exceed our goals each day! 
forward to our next drive in 
1999 at the EIU vs SIU 
Danie. Everyone who has 
whole blood before Dec. 3 
able to donate again! 
impx1aDl to a successful 
•1be vokdm ..... it 
who read.c; this paper ha-; e\cr been something could be done to help has lifted me up on days I felt like for the benefit of the oil compa-
truly hungry. Maybe if you wonicd liven up the Rec Center. Maybe throwing in the towel. I would like nies. 
more about taxes. welfare and social music could be a way to help in to tell Lane thank you. and "ish 
security, and k5 about whose the performance of the students him a Happy Birthday. 
garage the presidenlial limo i.<> park- worlcout 
ing in, Clinton could get some more 
wOik cm. And b dl05e who think: .... .... 
be~~ff9,.*traatman ............. map 
-~4 '• ""1 11t1 t ).IJL·~ L"'lif '~J 
Yva Wiiiiams 
freshman speech 
communications major 
Jub-..r .. wb 't'l' / 6 ·{d OOn:JJ"-i :w.J"N ~ 
a.y Sldborouglt 
California resident 
' .-' I t f t f C, I 
'WT'/! ,.,...,__r. ·r~°'l .·X=.i~ 'fi'-.: 7'l 
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With this bouquet "M&M "·means 
merry and memories. 
Send the FTD° Christmas Treats" 
Bouquet for Christmas, 
December 25, 1998. 
Arrangement in festive hoUday green 
and red bursting from a v-of 
"M&M's"0 Characters disguised aa 
Santa and his reindeer. 
From $32.50 
Christmas plants &. 
arrangements 
starting at S 13.50 
Noble Flowers and Gift Shop 
503 Jefferson Charleston 345·7007 
Congratulations to the newest 
members of Sigma Phi Epsilon 
Seth Barlage 
Brandon Bax 
Joe Bell 
Justin Clarke 
Gary Craig 
P.J. Deluca 
Jeremy Dirksmeyer 
Kurtis Fleer 
Phillip Frese 
Jeff Grant 
Joe Gulik 
Michael Huff 
Kurt Johns 
Scott Kinsel! 
Joe Kravitz 
Chris Maier 
Christiam Pearson 
Joe Pohl 
Matt Powers 
Roy Settergren 
Mike Tantillo 
Bob Tweedy 
Sig Ep ... Building Balanced Leaders 
for America's Communities 
Monday, December 14, 1998 The Dally Ea.stem News 
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When the feeling hits, you know iiiii;:Qiiil 
it. You've got to have a fresh 
BLIMP I Es sub sandwich now. 
So try one of our delicious 
quality subs. And counter attack 
the sub attack at BLIMPIE®. 
.. -------------. FREE 
SUB 
Buy any reg. s· sub & med. 
drink at the menu price, 
receive a second 6" sub 
of equal or lesser value free. 
/11i))""W~ ~
-·-
Make it a After 5 : 
COMBO Special: MEAL 
For $1.50 
Boy any reg. s· sub or salad, 
and get a 22oz. drink & bag 
of chips for only $1.50. 
NO COUPON NECESSARY 
Any regular footlong 
sub, med. drink & 
bag of chips 
only $5.00 
~ ltl-111 ""'atilu' fAlnt: 
SUBS & SllLADS 
430 W. Lincoln, Charleston• Open 10:30am-10pm Daily• Phone 345-7827 
Cie>e>cl <>Ii 
LllJIC<>11>71.llJI~ 
Fl1J1.at.l.s 
TA.KE A. STUDY 
BREAK&... 
Better Ingredients. 
Better Pizza. 
CA.LL 348-8282 
UNBEATABLE SAVINGS 
' 
• ----· STUDY PAK 
I 
CHOOSE FRON\ ANY 
3 COUPONS 
~';::::=:========================== ~• FINAL EXAMINATION SCHEDULE FALL 1998 
hi FINAL llOH l\I! WEO TifJ FRI TIMEIOO ™'EC-• 1!Wfca 1e.or:c.t1 17·DEC41 1a.DE-• 
I 
--- ' 1:00.1~ Iii OQOO (aoo.\M) T 0&00 (8:0QAM) T 0900 (i.OOAM) M OllCIO !l:OOAM) ~ ~ T 0930 t93l AM) 
10;1$-12:11 T1000(10:~ 
..-U~arianged . 
U1100(1'~ MIOOO"~ T 1100 (11:00AM) ll'llkeujrerranged 
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Monday, November 14, 1998 
onated art on display at Tarble 
ibit features regional artists and wide range of styles 
By Dan Ochwat 
Staff writer 
gional artists of all styles are 
nted in an exhibit titled 
nt Acquisitions and 
veries" in the Tarble Arts 
ntially. all of the art is 
t art donated by people or 
ered from faculty offices, 
Michael Watts, director of the 
Arts Center. 
re wac; some Pueblo pottery 
ved from faculty offices that 
ty checked out for decora-
he continued. 
atts said the exhibit features 
regional artists and a wide 
of styles. 
I should appeal co jus1 about 
ne who likes art," he said. 
any works featured are from 
t Robert M . Root of 
byville. 
ans said Root specializes in 
oil and pastel paintings, and his 
artwork was recently bequeathed 
by Maurice Cook in memory of 
his parents. Robert and Clara. 
Cook was looking for some-
where Root's art could be appreci-
ated. WatL'i said. 
• Other oil paintings featured in 
the exhibit are two pieces by P.T. 
Sargent, Watts said. 
Sargent is from Charleston, and 
his art has been donated by 
Eastern alumni. 
The exhibit also features four 
water color paintings, which were 
Purchase Award winners in the 
past dray,. ing for the Illinois 
Biennial Exhibitions, Wans said. 
Another major section of the 
exhibit are drawings featured from 
many regional artists. 
The Tarble Arts Center 
received donated drawings by 
Philip Guston and Tilinois artist 
Lynn Trank. 
Carl Weilen is featured as well; 
his art is in the style of pencil 
drawings. ink drawings and some 
water paintings. Watts said. 
The only non-regional art the 
exhibit displays is three newly 
acquired pieces of Pueblo pottery 
from an earlier century out of the 
Southwest, Watts said. 
The exhibit features some 
unconventional art by Mary 
Eveland and Leonard Nonnan. 
Watts said Mary Eveland is 
from Pekin, and her featured art is 
the style of folk art. 
Leonard Nonnan is featured 
for his "Whirligig." which is 
carved and painted wood, Watts 
said. 
The exhibi1 opened Friday and 
will run through Jan. 24 in the 
Tarble Ans Center. Admission is 
free. 
The Tarble Arts Center is open 
from I 0 a.m. to 5 p.m. Tuesday 
through Friday. 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
Saturday and I to 4 p.m. Sunday. 
7 
Weather, big discounts 
drive shoppers to stores 
NEW YORK (AP) - With the While Americans relished the 
arrival of cool weather and promises spring-like weather, it severely 
of big discounts. Americans packed dampened sales of winter merchan-
stores and malls over the weekend dise. 
to finally start their holiday shop- A number of retail analysts even 
ping. But with Chrisrmas ju.st l l lowered their expectation' for the 
days away and Hanukkah under holiday seac;on last week because of 
way, retailers still need a burst of the warm weather. "Last weekend, it 
buying in the next week to even was in the 70s. We had a lot of peo-
come close to the strong season pie looking, but they were not in the 
many had anticipated. mood to buy for winter or the holi-
"We are at the make-or-break day," said Jacqueline Katz, manager 
point." said Britt Beemer, who runs at Marie Shale, an upscale store in 
America's Research Group. a Dallas' Galleria mall. 
Charleston. S.C.-ba5ed forecasting But the weather finally nunecl 
finn. "Christmas always falls on cold in recent days. and that got 
Dec. 25. and il's coming up fast many Americans in the holiday 
This is it·· . shopping spirit. While still not stel-
Many ex~'tcd this to be one of Jar. sales of clothing has finall) 
the best holiday sea-.ons in recent picked up. Electronics and home 
history. thanks to strong consumer furnishings continue to sell well. 
confidence, low unemployment and At the Woodlands mall in Grand 
inflation levels. and sharp gains on Rapids. Mich., 60 pt..'<>ple waited in 
Wall Street the checkout line at the American 
Bue few could predict the warm Eagle clothing store on Saturday 
spell that hit after Thanksgiving. afternoon. 
------They're outta here--
Congratulations December 1998 graduates 
ngratulations Sweet 
If: -::::} :' 
Wishing you a BIG 
ture! We'll m iss ya 
TWEEKY! 
Love, Extraordinaire 
Phenomenon 
Congratulations jadranka 
Roomies 
Chuck 
Burke 
You've taught us a 
lot. especially how 
to drink it up and 
still put out a 
paper the next 
ming. We· n miss your buns (your hair. sicko), back 
bs and amanng ability to go nine weeks straight with-
t sleep. Don't forget about us a.;; you move on to the 
world of newspapers - we know we won't forget 
--With love, the DEN staff 
~~~ ~(!)[ffl)g 
Good Luck in 
whatever you 
do and remem-
ber to have lots 
GREG PIPKIN 
GOOD LUCI< IN THE 
REAL WORLD ... YOUR 
MUG'LL BE MISSED 
AROUND HERE! 
FROM ALL THOSE EVER GRACED 
WITH GREG"S PRESENCE 
Jennie "Ruiz" 
You have always 
been here for me; 
what am I going 
to do without 
you? Miss you 
and your crazy 
self. 
Congratulations 
I love you 
your sister 
Stephanie 
of fun "Baking You're sooo good 
Cookies" looking! 
l.ove,.pld COit. 
,..MhtQ. r•~~ ..c11oc1....., budclel, 
~~~JI ........ Shlctc., Tualellvp, 
itt'tll•.JJ'I' ·-·---= ... ....,. ~....., 
jenny Kater-
~<!>rn~~!iJ~Qllcooo~ 
~~~~111@~ - :___!\!..!~'h wwow :~ 
&iooi.J ®C9:00J J..oo(g1! 
Stephanie 
Little-
®©~il [!.IJ.) !JJ~ 
~ 
~~8rnjfillioo£g 
From the Ad Staff 
(We better be invited 
to the wedding!) 
Jodie Resedean -
Congratulations & 
Good Luck with 
everything! 
From the Ad Staff. 
Thanks for the 
laughs, but most 
of the time we 
were laughing at 
you! j/k! 
WJO~W 
00~[U}[p1l9il ~ 
ou're FINALL 
outta here! 
e'll Miss you! 
love, Colleen, 
Steph, Cathy, 
Carolyn, Becka 
~~ft]l~rru13R 
From the Ad Staff 
(P.S. Watch out for 
Oncoming Traffic!) 
Todd Fisk-
congratulations 
& Good Luck! 
From the Ad 
Staff 
Next time we'll 
pick up the tab! 
Future Educators???!!! 
I'm so proud of you 
Usa and Ziggy! 
~Kenny 
8 Classifiedadv~rJ~J.}g ~M~onday~.oece-mber 1_4.1 
Help Wanted 
$1500 weekly potential maihng 
our circulars. No experience 
required. Free information 
packet. Call 202-452-5942. 
________ 12114 
ATTENTION! ATTENTION! 
Psychology, Sociology, Special 
Education, and other majors. 
Gain valuable experience by 
WORKING with adults and chil-
dren with developmental dis-
abilities. FLEXIBLE scheduling 
for EVENING, NIGHT, and 
WEEKEND shifts. Paid training 
is provided. Apply at: CCAR 
Industries 825 18th St., 
Charleston, IL 61920 E.O.E. 
_________ 12114 
CRUISE SHIP EMPLOYMENT-
Worke rs earn up to 
$2,000+/month (w/lips & bene-
fits). World Travel! Land-Tour 
jobs up to $5,000-$7,000/sum-
mer. Ask us howl 517-336· 
4235 Ext. C57381. 
-------~12114 
Looking for career minded indi-
viduals tor sales positrons. NO 
COLD CALLING!! SALES 
LEADS PROVIDED!! Unique 
opportunity for the right individ-
ual. Make money while still in 
college with little time output. 
Established company. Benefits 
provided. Any major. Send 
resume to: Human Resources 
Dept., P.O. Box .-892, 
Charleston, IL 61920. 
Help Wanted 
Press room help needed next 
semester. Hours 10 p.m. - 2 
a.m. Apply at Student 
Publications business office -
1802 Buzzard Hall. Extra 
hours available. 
________ 12114 
NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED. 
RGIS INVENTORY SPECIAL· 
ISTS OPENINGS FOR PER-
MANENT PART TIME POSI-
TIONS. PRIVATE TRANS· 
PORTATION REQUIRED. We 
offer: Paid training, start at 
$9.00/hr .• daytime, evening and 
weekend hours, anytime hours, 
local teams in your area, medi-
cal benefits, advancement 
opportunities, 20+ hours possi· 
ble. For an interview please 
call: (630) 434-0398 or (800) 
390-3371. Equal Opportunity 
Employer. 
________ 12111 
Need caring individuals to work 
midnight-8 shift Friday & 
Saturday in group home set· 
ting. Add'I hours if desired. 
Apply at 1701 18th St. 
Charleston. 
________ 12114 
Alpha House seeks motivated 
people to work with individuals 
with developmental disabilities 
in a group-home setting 
Excellent opportunity for those 
in Spec. Ed, Psych, Thar 
Recreation. or related fields. 
________ 12114 We provide the training if your 
Advertising Reps needed at the provide the motivation. Apply 
Daily Eastern News. Must be at 1701 18th St. Charleston 
motivated and Interested in 12114 
sales. Apply at 1802 Buzzard. Pizza maker wanted part or full 
________ 12114 time, apply in person after 4 
HOME FOR THE HOLIDAYS? p.m., Pagliai's, 1600 Lincoln, 
NEED SOME CHRISTMAS Charleston. 
CASH? CALL CAREERS 12111 
USAI MAKE TOP $$$, GAIN GOING HOME FOR THE HOL-
EXPERIENCE & OFFICE IDAYS? If home is in Chicago 
SKILLS WORKING ON TEMP or the suburbs and a TOP PAY· 
ASSIGNMENTS IN THE NW & ING OFFICE POSITION is 
W. SUBURBS OF CHICAGO. what YOU want for your winter 
GREAT PAYlll CALL TODAY break, call PAIGE PERSON-
TO SCHEDULE AN INTER- NEL SERVICES The Office 
VIEW· 847·843· Staffing Specialists SB.50 -
2222::SCHAUMBERG OR 630· $15.00 PER HOUR. General 
971-3333=LISLE. CAREERS Office, Reception, Customer 
USA.~'L S.ER-._ Service, Data Entry, 
VI~ Vl YB Accounting, Computer Pro1ects 
________ 12114 & Administrative. Immediate 
Volunteers needed for full-time, part-time day or 
HIV/AIDS & Sexual evening positions are available 
Responsibility Awareness through our twelve convenient 
Campaign Planning locations: Skokie, Hinsdale, 
Committee. Meetings are held Elmhurst, Rolling Meadows, 
at 5:00 p.m. on Thursdays. Any Vernon Hills, Mundelein, 
questions call Sarah at 581 • Crystal Lake, Des Plaines, 
n86. Orland Park, Elgin and Lisle. 
________ 12114 Call toll free now from school or 
Brian's Place, night club needs visit our website at 
part lime bartenders and wait- www.paigepersonnel.com or 
resses. Apply in person. 2100 call 1-888-557-2443. 
Broadway, Mattoon. 234-4151. 
________ 12111 
________ 12114 
The Daily Eastern News 
Classified Ad Form 
Name: ________________ _ 
Address: ______________ ~ 
Under Classlhcatoo of: ____________ _ 
ExpiratJOn code (office use only)~----------
Person acceptlog ad __ -..... ___ Compos1tor ____ _ 
no words/days ____ Amount due:$ ____ _ 
Payment 
Check number _____ _ 
Phone: ________ Student o Yes o No 
20 cents per word f rst day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consec-
utive day lhereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first 
day. 10 cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum 
Student ads must be paid 1n adllance. 
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS 
The News reserves the rght to edit or refuse ads 
considervd hbelous or in bad taste. 
Help Wanted 
ATTENTION! ATTENTION! 
Psychology, Sociology, Special 
Education, and other ma1ors. 
Gain valuable experience by 
WORKING with adults and chil-
dren with developmental dis-
abilities. FLEXIBLE scheduling 
for EVENING, NIGHT, and 
WEEKEND shifts. Paid training 
Is provided. Apply at: CCAR 
Industries 825 18th St., 
Charleston, IL 61920. E.0.E._ 
---------~4 
Adoption 
Loving Caucas1on couple hop-
ing to adopt a baby. We will 
provide your child with a good 
home and all the love, care, 
patience, understanding, guid-
ance, and support throughout 
life that you would expect us to. 
Without a child our lives are 
incomplete. We realize you 
have a choice and beg you 
please let it be us. Call collect 
Judy & Alan n3-229-0691. 
_:...:.... _________ 1115 
For Rent 
1 BR Apartment for 1 person. 
Available now or Dec/Jan thru 
July 1999. Modern bldg .. fur-
nished, ale. coin laundry, $350 
per month plus elec. C21 
Wood, Jim Wood, 345-4489. 
________ 12114 
1 room efficiency apt. (like a 
dorm single) with kitchen and 
bath. Small, efficient, reliable, 
economical. 5 month, 2nd 
semester lease available. $270 
plus elec. C21 Wood, Jim 
Wood, 345-4489. 
________ 12114 
PRICE REDUCEDll ONLY 
$300/MONTH FOR A HUGE 2 
BR APARTMENT. Quiet ten-
ants only! NO PETS! NO 
PARTIES! Security deposit and 
6 month lease required. Call 
345-6759 and leave message. 
________ 12114 
2 BR apartment for spring 
semester. Quiet, safe location 
close to campus. Call CAM-
PUS RENTALS at 345-3100 
between 4 - 9 p.m. 
For Rent 
On the square N-side, 4 person 
beautiful apartment with sky 
light & loll • Water, trash, & 
heat incl. $215 each. Call 348-
n33 or 856-3549. 
________ 12111 
1 BR large furnished apt. locat-
ed 743 6th St. nice! Also avail· 
able, large 2 bedroom apt. 
Avail. now. Call 581-7729 or 
345·6127. $355 per month. 
_______ __,.12114 
One bedroom apartment on the 
square. Carpeted, central air, 
new appliances, available 
January 1. $350 per month, 
security deposit required. 
Water and trash paid. 345· 
4010. 
________ 12-14 
AVAILABLE FOR FALL '99. 1, 
2, & 3 BEDROOM FUR· 
NISHED APARTMENTS. 
GREAT LOCATION. 345-6000. 
____ 514 
Two & three bedroom apart-
ments 1 block north of 
Domino's. Remodeled with 
________ 12114 washer and dryer. Fall '99. 
LARGE 3 BEDROOM FUR- Call 348-8792. 
NISHED APTS. FOR LEASE 12111 
EITHER WINTER OR SPRING 5 bedroom house for fall (sum-
For Rent 
3 BDRM House available 
Fall '99. $210 per person. 
occupants, 12 mo. lea 
Located at 811 N. 4th. 
(217) 897-6266. 
Apt. at 411 Harrison. a 
Fall '99, 12 mo. lease 
Studio, $250 per month, 
1 bedroom. $325 per mo 
Large 2 bedroom $525 
month. Call (217) 897-6266 
________ 12114 
SPRING 1999: NO LEAS 
FREE FOOD, UTILTIE 
LAUCDRY. FURNISHE 
ROOM FOR NS FEMAL 
CALL FOR INTERVIEW. 
1284. 
________ 1211 
Apt for rent. 1611 9th St 
block east of Old Mai 
Completely furnished. H 
and garbage included. One 
needed for Spring Semes 
99' One garage space a 
able Call 345-7136. 
________ , 
SEMESTERS. CALL 345-S664 mer pos.alble). $850 per 
_____ __:::;.:..;..;._~=...:·- AFTER4:00 P.M. month. Pets possible. Call 
SPRING BREAK '99 PANAMA ,,-------"---'--=12l11~1.134~Z73l,_. ---
New loft apartment. Three 
three student apt. Avatla 
now. Central air, Jennair 
skylights On the square. 
345-2702 or 345-9139. 
111 
1 E\R ~PT AVAILABLE F 
JANl,.IA~-~1$ 
CAl::ClrAVt ~41r~·ni2.s 
CONTACT CENTURY 21 
CITY BEACH. The Boardwal Close to Campus, Nice 1 BR , •nn·m1~1' 
Beach Resort-Spring Break Apartment, Available Dec. 2 • 3 people needed. Central 
Headquarters. Packages from Negotiable Terms. Heat, air, trash, washer/dryer, dish-
$39 per person. Closest to Water, Trash, Coin Laundry, washer. 2 full baths. $166 per 
Spinnaker and La Vela. Host of Incl. 246-2121 person. Call 345-5123. 
345-4489. 
________ 1211 
Sports Illustrated Beach Club. ________ 12111 
Call nowl 1-800-224-GULF. Fall 5,4,3, & 2 bedroom houses 
www.springbreak.com. and brand new 2 bedroom 
_12114 apartments. Close to campus. 
For Rent 
McArthur Manor Apartments. 2 
Bedroom furnished. No pets. 
Call 345-2231. 
________ 12114 
All new apt. mid-town Mattoon, 
2br. w/vaulted ceiling, carpet, 
A.C., water, trash p.u. me. 
$475 mo. Ref. 348·8406. 
________ 12114 
Rooms for Rent-Women Only. 
Next semester and Fall 99 
Large House Fully Furn. 1blk 
from union. $230.99 mo. Inc 
utll & A/C, House-345-
5692/Pat Novak (630) 789-
3772. 
-------~12114 
SPRING SEMESTER 1 & 2 
BEDROOM APARTMENTS IN 
OLDETOWNE. CALL 345· 
6533. 
-------~12114 
Fall 99. 5 bedroom, very close 
to campus. No pets. 
$1125/month. 345-5037. 
___ 12114 
•• I 
I Ql&tli ,. .. 
.,... ... 
• .......,..b' 
DN 
··~ nu• 
·--·amu. 
·--·· nfilll-... .. .,.. 
• .--1na 
8'a&.., 
........... 
bTt _.,..._ 
•C'Dnldl .. 
-~ .... . ...,., _ 
....... 
Call 348-5032. 
---------~4 One bedroom apartments for 
1999 school year. All utilities 
paid. Unfurnished. NO PETSll 
NO PARTIES!! Quiet, mature 
people only. Good location. 
$385/month Call 345-6759 
leave message. 
________ 12114 
Available Spring Semester. 2 
bedroom close to campus. 
Washer/Dryer. No pets. 
$400/month. 345-5037. 
S!'W"- ~2".ft 
2 bedroom fully furnished 
apartment on Lincoln Ave. 
Available January 99. Call 348· 
0157 for appointment. 
________ 12114 
2nd floor available in a nice res-
idential home. 2 BR apartment 
with loft space. Located four 
blocks from campus. Available 
Spring Only. Contact Jim at 
345-5822. 
________ 12114 
Storage as low as $30 per 
month. 348-7746. 
________ 12114 
... ___ 
·= 
..I.Ill-
________ 12111 
4 BDRM House for group 
rental-Available Fall '99. $225 
per person, 5·6 occupants. 12 
mo. Lease. Located at 503 
Harrison. Call (217) 897-6266. 
Small, 2 bedroom house 
carport and storage build1 
Washer and Dryer hooku 
Available January 1st. C 
348-7894. 
________ 1211 
12114 
CampusClips 
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER. Mass December 15, 1 
& 17 at 12:05 p.m. in the Newman Chapel. The N 
Chapel is located on the corner of 9th and Lincoln. 
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER. Christmas Mass I 
at9 p.m .. 'ln1ttd1N6Wl'l'lan;ehepel. The Newman Chapel 
on the comer of 9th and Lincoln. -
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS. Meeting Tuesday, Oecem 
15, at 8 p.m. in the Sherrer Room. 
PLEASE NOTE· Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE 
ONLY for any non-profit, campus organizational event. No pa 
or fundraismg activities and events will be printed. All clips s 
be submitted to The Daily Eastern News office by noon ONE B 
NESS DAY BEFORE DATE OF EVENT. Example: an ev 
scheduled for Thursday should be submitted as a Campus Cl p 
NOON by Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline for Friday, Satu 
or Sunday events.) Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE WILL 
be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any clip that is 1  
Ible or contains conflicting Information WILL NOT BE RUN. c 
may be edited for available space. 
.. 
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Classifiedadv~[!~l!}g ___ -= 
For Rent 
G SEMESTER. NEW 3 
M DUPLEX BEING 
~112 BLOCK FROM CAM-
AVAILABLE JANUARY 
FOR 3 FEMALES. 820 
LN ST. 348·n46. 
________ 12/14 
Sub lessors 
s needed to sublease 
2 bedroom apartment 
EIU. Call CAMPUS 
ALS at 345-3100 between 
l.., ______ 12/14 
r needed for 
ummer '99. Close to 
-1415 10th St. Apt. 1. 
month. Please call 
at 348-0054 for more 
lion. 
1--~~~~~-12114 
sublessor needed for 
'99. Own room in 
1528 2nd Street. cau 
. 348-6248. 
·--~~~~~-12/14 
r needed for Spring 
Share house with 5 others. 
room. Water, electric and 
11\onth paid. Call Tris at 
78. 
________ 12114 
ssors needed. Low utll-
Close to campus. Own 
m. $170.00 per month. 
ria 345-9210 and leave a 
ge. 
Roommates 
Female Roommate needed tor 
Spring 99 tn Brand New 7th St. 
Apts. Low Rent. Call 345-6863. 
~~~~~~~~12114 
Female roommate needed for 
Spring 99. Large 2 bedroom 
apt. Close to campus. Call 348-
0652. 
A female roommate for Spring 
'99 in the University Apt. 
$190/month, utilities, are includ-
ed. Call 2629. 
~~~~~~~-12/14 
1 roommate needed for Spring 
Semester '99. 4 bedroom town-
house in Brittany Ridge. $235 
per month, utilities sep. Male or 
female, if interested call 348-
9274 and ask for Wes or Mat. 
-~~-~~~-12114 
MTX speakers $100. Home 
For Sale 
Theater $150. turntable.stylus 
$40. 348-1769/ 
~~~--~--12114 
Full computer system very 
cheaplll Great for word pro-
cessing and spreadsheet. 
Software loaded. $35011 Call 
345-6759 and leave a message. 
~~~-----12114 
MATIRESS. Twin-set. Quite 
new. $100. 348-6611. 
____ -_12114 
1989 Mercury Cougar, runs 
good & in good condition, 
$2100 or best offer 345-2098. 
_______ 12114 
Skis. Skateboards, guitar. All 
cheap mint condition can Matt 
581-3203. 
, ________ 12114 12114 
Apt. available f6r Spring Macintosh Quadra 630121160 
Quiet, near park and cam- computer. Apple color high res-
$275/month. Can 348- olutlon 13 inch RGB d'isplay, 
""""~ nc nr . ocAPJlte .e1rtemted keyboard & 
______ 12114 desktop BUS mouse. Microsoft 
r needed for 1 Br. Apt. express e-mail package quictcer 
for Spring semester. softer. $300. 345-6253. 
to campus, $275/month. 12114 
358. 95 Nissan Maxima GLE Blad<, 
11• ______ 12114 black leather interior, sun roof, 
r Needed. One house- spotter, bows CD,,ape, excellent 
own bedroom, 2 blocks condition, 53,XXX mi., $16,500 
campus, must call 348- or best offer, call 345-1292 or 
blessors needed for 
Summer 99. Close to 
s. Share with 4 others. 
per month. Call Carrie at 
________ 12114 
r needed for 1 bed-
furnished apt. 
nth. can 345-1390. 
_______ ,2114 
spacious apt. Ideal 
. Sublease Sp/Sum 99. 
nth. 348-5005. 
'99. Male roommate 
Own bedroom. 
r/Dryer. $240/month. 
345-4491 or 581-5n6 
_______ 12114 
e Sublessor Needed. 
close to campus. Cheap 
under $200. 234·9170 
________ 12114 
r needed to live with a 
1n a 2BA/1 BA apt. Very 
to campus. $225/mo. + 
. Available Immediately. 
--~~~---12114 
SUBLESSORS NEEDED 
hed 4th street apart-
Rent negotiable. 
for Spring. Call 345-
________ 12114 
Loft Style Apt . for Spnng 
ter. Perfect for couples. 
close to campus. Call 348-
______ 12114 
r unwanted items in the 
Eastern News. Its a good 
b pay otf all those Credit 
trom the Holiday Seuon. 
....----:---,---OO.n-fA 
342-4521. 
__ 12114 
96 Nissan 200SX/SE, white, 5 
speed, 47,XXX ml., excellent 
condition, great gas mileage, 
book value $9,600 asking 
$8,600 or best offer. Call 345-
1292 or 342-4521. 
________ 12114 
Smith Corona Word Processor. 
Like New. Full Size Screen. 
Some Paper and Extras 
Included. Best Offer. Cal 345-
1284 . 
---~----12/14 
Loans, loans, loans, For hous-
es. cars, business, personal 
Services Offered 
and debt consolidation. Call 
8n-324·8182. 
________ 12114 
CASH LOANS 345-3623. Buy-
Sell·Trade·Stereos, V.C.R.'s 
Announcements 
T.V.'s, C.D.'s, Jewelry, etc. 
COLES COUNTRY PAWN. 4th 
and Madison. 
________ 12114 
Leam and improve you grades! 
Review for finals! Math, 
Physics, Statistics, Chemistry, 
Engineering, Biology, all other 
sciences, Business, many 
Liberal Arts core courses. 
Other disciplines. Group tutor-
ing In lowacity. 319-338-2251. 
________ 12114 
#1 Spring Break Specials! 
Book Early & Receive a Free 
Meal plan! Cancun & Jamatca 
$399, Bahamas $459, Panama 
City $99. 1-800-234-7007. 
www.endlessaummeftours.com 
~-~-----12/11 
PARTY! PARTY! At Riley 
Announcements 
Creek Stables Booking now for 
Spring Semester-Mardi Gras, 
beach parties, and end of year 
bashes. 348-1424. Coming in 
March: PAINTBALLI 
~~------12/14 
ECUADOR SPRING BREAK. 
March 11-22, Geography (3 
credits). Visit Andes Mountains, 
Ecuadorian Amazon, Volcanos, 
Waterfalls, Indian markets. Est. 
$1,250 + Air + tuition. Call Or. 
Betty Smith 581-6340 or 
cfbes@eiu.edu. 
_12/14 
SPRING BREAK '99. Student 
Travel Services is America's #1 
Student Tour Operator. Don't 
book with anyone else until you 
talk to us. cancun from $599. 
Jamaica from $399. Panama 
City from $119. Daytona Beach 
from $139. Student Travel 
Services. 1-800-649 .. 849. 
www.ststravel.com. On 
Campus Contact: Catherine 0 
217-581-2607. 
----~---12114 
Need Cash. We buy used CD's, 
Announcements 
cassettes, and video games. 
Sound Source Music. 258-
8919. 
________ 12114 
EASTSIDE PACKAGE WEEK-
END SPECIALS. 
BUD/BUD LT.12 CANS $7.29 
KEY LT. 30 PK. $10.99 
BACARDI LIMON 750 $8.99 
CAPT. MOAG. 750 $9 99 
M & R ASTI $9.99 
EASTSIDE PACKAGE 18TH & 
JACKSON AVE 345-5722. 
~~--~~-12111 
MERRY CHRISTMAS FROM 
Personals 
TAOPI TAN, 348-8263, 10 
TANS FOR $25, INCLUDES 
NEW STANDUP AND 
SUPERBEO 
~-------12114 
SARAH CASCIO..have a Merry 
Christmas Love, the Men of 
Lambda Chi Alpha. 
-------~12114 
ONLY $300 per month gets you 
Personals 
a huge 2 bedroom apartment. 
QUIET BUILDING!! NO PETS & 
NO PARTIESH Security deposit 
and 6 month lease required! 
Call 34506759 
~~~-----12114 
To all the Alpha Phi's-Have a 
great Holiday! Love, John. 
-~~-----12/14 
The Men of Lambda Chi Alpha 
would like to wish everyone a 
happy holiday & good luck dur-
ing finals! 
~-------12114 
Darby, Devin, Liz, and Serena 
of Kappa Delta-Thanks for a 
great semester. WOO HOOll 
Brenda 
-~~~----12/14 
The ladies of Alpha Sigma Tau 
wish everyone a Merry 
Christmas and Happy New 
Year! 
________ 12114 
Britt Dog-Good Luck student 
teaching next semester! I'll 
miss you. lo11e, Christine 
~-------12114 
Sig Eps-Good luck on finals! 
Personals 
Have a fun and safe holiday 
break. Get excited for second 
semester. Love, Christine 
-~----~-12114 
ALPHA SIGMA TAU-Thank you 
for all the memories the last four 
years. I will miss all of you• 
Love. Angel 
Megan and Leslie: 
Congratulations on going 
active! Love in SAi, your sis-
ters. 
To my awesome Kappa Delta 
sisters-Have a wonderful 
Christmas Breakl KO Love, 
Tanner 
________ 12114 
LAMBDA CHIS- Good luck with 
finals! I hope you all have a 
wonderful Christmas break! I'll 
miss you guys! Love, Sarah 
~-------12114 
It pays to advertise 1n the Daily 
Eastern News. Place your ads 
today in Buzzard. 
________ OOn-tA 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• • 
• • 
• • 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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Cameras-on street corners 
a growing trend in nation LARGE 1 topping 
TINLEY PARK (AP) - It's a 
town more used co shoplifting 
than violent crime. 
But any amount of crime 
seems too much for officials in 
the southwest Chicago suburb of 
Tinley Park, who plan to install 
40 security cameras. early next 
year on street comers. in dark-
ened alleys and in school yards. 
It's part of a growing national 
trend aimed at deterring crimi-
nals. Law enforcement officials in 
Baltimore; Tacoma. Wash.; and 
Virginia Beach. Va.. say crime 
has fallen in areas where they've 
installed cameras. Baltimore offi-
cials say nearly 80 cities have 
inquired about the new security 
measure. Officials in several 
Chicago suburbs also say they'll 
watch results in Tinley Park care-
fully. 
"People want to be safe, and 
anything you can do to make peo-
ple feel safe and be safe is worth 
looking into." said George 
Incledon~ the police chief in sub-
urban · Morton Grove. 
"Nowadays, cameras are every-
where anyway.·· 
But some civil libertarians say 
the plan smacks of "Big Brother." 
"As a society, we seem to be 
embracing more authoritarian and 
intrusive measures amid this anti-
crime hysteria.·· said William 
Spain, a spokesman for the 
American Civil Liberties Union 
of lllinois. who noted that subur-
ban crime rates are actually 
falling. 
"Do we want to live in an envi-
ronment like a casino, where the 
watchers are watching the watch-
ers?" 
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Courts have ruled that such 
police-monitored cameras are 
legal as long as they are placed 
where an officer could otherwise 
patrol in person. 
And village officials say sur-
veys of residents have found a 
positive reaction. 
"If they think it's going to 
help, I would go along with it." 
resident Joe Maranto said. 
Pat Rea. a village trustee and 
retired U.S. Army general. says 
Tinley Park officials are simply 
attempting lo use the technology 
that's available to them for a good 
purpose - keeping residents safe. 
And they "needn't worry that 
there will be a satellite over the 
community watching every 
movement in town." Rea added 
with a chuckle. "We don' t have 
that kind of money." 
Now delivering 11 am 
to cloee everyday 
$5.99 
Expires: 12/18 
Jerry's Pizza & Pub 
Corne r of 4th a nd Lin coln 
345-2844 
We accept Visa. Mastercard, and Discover on deliveries 
~ -... • ~>o; - : ( • : " -, . .,1/•,'.I 
•;, r ' 
, . . : . . . . ~ .... ·:. ·: 
3 W. Lincoln 345-4743 
Store Houre 
Sun· Thurs 11-12 
Fri·Sat 11·2 
Now Delivering 
· · alTtf'ay '' 
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. . . '. .. ·- .. . . 
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FllTllll WRI IS IT 
FAMILY PACKS 
fOR ONLY 
$9.99 
·I Flah m· 
• 10 Chicken m:· 
-4 Fish/ 6 Chicken· 
Includes: 
Fries, Cole Slow, 
Hushpuppies & Com 
For A People 
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restlers capture victory at Marquette 
By Jason Randall 
Staff wnter 
e Eastern wrestlers came away with a 
\\in over Marguette this past Saturday in 
waukee, Wis. by a score of 30-14. Se" en 
0 Panthers were victorious in the dual 
Tom Combes, junior Mike Russo\\ and 
freshman Josh Turyna. 
"Turyna·s pin wai. probably the turning 
poim of the meet.'' head wrestling coach 
Ralph McCausland said. "It came at a cru-
cial time and was very exciting for all of 
"I was concerned we would have a let-
down with the long trip all the way up 
there," McCausland said. "The guys 
responded well and wrestled solid matches.'' 
day event in Lincoln, Neb. 
Following the semester break. the 
.,.. rcstlers will have nothing but dual meets. 
including three at home. heading into the 
East Regional. 
e Panthers fell behind early but fin-
strong with the help of pins by senior 
McCausland said he was pleased with 
the strong performance leading into the 
break. 
Eastern will be at two tournaments over 
the break. On Dec. 29-30. the Panther.- will 
compete in the MidJands Tournament in 
Evanston, which is known as the top holiday 
tournament in the country. On Jan. 9, the 
team will be at the Great Plains Open. an all 
"It's important for us Lo keep wrestling 
well and get as much match experience as 
we can at lhese toumamenb.'' McCausland 
said. "We want to be wrestling the best we 
can when we get to final stretch of duals.'' 
sports [[brief ~~~;~.;~.~·"~~~;w~"s~~:y Packers earn playoff berth in win 
urray State stays 
undefeated 
MONTGOMERY. Ala. 
AP) - Isaac Spencer scored 
JO points and grabbed a game-
::Ugh seven rebounds to lead 
\turray State to a 68-66 victo-
.' over Alabama State 
Saturday night 
Murray State (8-0) and 
,\labama State ( 1-6) were tied 
~6-26 at halftime. 
Spencer was 9 of 12 from 
the field and 12 of 15 from the 
~ne. 
Murray State shot 57 per-
:ent from the field for the 
zarne, compared to 41 percent 
y Alabama State. 
But the Hornets made 38 
?Crcent of their 3-pointers. 
rompared to 14 percent for the 
Racers. 
lo\\ a (7-1 ), four days after GREEN BAY. Wis. (AP)_ Even 
knocking off No. IO Kansas at in their battered state. the Green 
Allen Fieldhom.e to snap the Bay Packers had enough firepower 
Jayhawks' 62-home willlling to beat the Chicago Bears - but just 
streak, beat the Cyclones for 
the third time in the last four barely. Dorsey Levens rushed for !05 
outings. yards and the injury-riddled Packers 
Ryan Luchrsmann and ovl!rcame the perfonnances of for-
Jacob Jaacks each added 12 mer teammates Edgar Bennett and 
points for the Hawkeyes. Glyn Milburn to beat the Bears 26-
Michacl Nurse scored 14 20 Sunday. 
points and Lee Love l l for Levens, in his lhird ,game back 
Iowa State (_6-3), ~hich lost from a broken leg, helped the 
for the first'tlme in'i'OOf'-,---•- Packers beat the Bears for the ninth 
games. straight time. the longe~t domi-
Indiana State takes 
care of Loyola 
CHICAGO (AP) - Abasi 
Thompson returned to his 
native city to score 14 points 
and Nate Green hit two clutch 
free throws at the end 
Saturday night in leading 
Indiana State past Loyola of 
Chicago 55-50. 
The Ramblers (2-7), who 
haven't won at home in six 
starts this season, managed 
nance of the NFL's oldest rivalry. 
The Bears won eight in a row from 
1985-88. 
The Bears (3-11) get another 
shot at ending Che skid when the 
Packers (9-5) visit Soldier Field in 
two weeks. 
The Packers appeared to have 
the game in hand when Ryan 
Longwell's fourth field goal made it 
26-13 with 3:57 remaining. The 
Bears hadn't scored an offensive 
touchdown since their opening pos-
session, punting six straight times 
and turning the ball over on downs. 
But they didn't need any 
offense. 
Milburn. traded from Green Bay 
to Chicago just before the season. 
returned the ensuing kickoff 94 
yards for a touchdown, pulling 
Chicago to 26-20 with 3:40 remain-
ing. 
The Bears thought Packers kick 
returner Roell Preston fumbled lhe 
next kickoff, but the officials ruled 
otherwise. Still, Chicago got one 
last chance, driving from their 25 to 
the Green Ba)' to the Packers' 25 in 
the closing minute. 
But the Packers sealed it with 
three straight sacks: Billy Lyon got 
his first NFL sack, Reggie White 
stretched his career record to 192.5 
and Santana Dotson capped the 
defensive charge. 
Walt Harris' 13-yard intercep-
tion return for a touchdown gave 
Chicago a 13-9 lead four minutes 
into the third quaner. Harris antici-
pated Brett Favre's quick slant pass 
to Antonio Freeman, picked it off at 
the 13 and danced into the end zone. 
It was Favrc's NFC-kading 21st 
interception of th sca'>on. 
Favre made a gusty call on the 
Packers' next posse~sion when, on 
fourth-and- I from the Bears 30, he 
called the same pass that Harris had 
picked off. This time. Freeman 
turned it into an J 8-yard gain. set-
ting up Mark C Im ura's 6-yard TD 
catch that made n 6-13. 
Favre's 13-yardcr to Freeman on 
the first play of the fourth quarter 
made it 23-13. 
The Packers mustered just three . 
field goals in the first half and they 
didn't take the lead until Longwell's 
40-yarder cleared the crossbar as 
the first half expired. He also was 
good from 35 and 43 yards. 
Bennett. a four-year starter in 
Green Bay who bolted to lhe Bears 
in the offseason, celebrated his 
rerum to Lambeau Field with a 
career-best 43-yard jaunt up the 
middJe to the Green Bay 5 on the 
Bears' first play from scrimmage. 
'They took control of the game As a credit to the Eastern pro-
Aubrey Reese scored 12 
points for Murray State and 
RQ.d Murray adde~ 11. 
Alabama State-was led by 
asaun Moncrief with 20 
p<>ints. Courtney Stephens 
scored 14 for the Hornets. 
only 17 first-half points after 
making le~s than 26 percent o~ 
their field goal attempts (7-of-
27) in the first 20 minutes. 
when Brown made two baskets," ~the Panthers did not give up 
' • I Eastern h~ ~ ~~hlltl llnce to win in t.Jre~. 
said. "If we.: take that away, we "Il's a maturing process for our 
Minute 
r ,.. 
from Page 12 
Iowa keeps winning 
streak alive 
IOWA CITY, Iowa (AP) -
Dean Oliver scored 20 points 
md J.R. Koch added 14 to 
pace lo'><a to its fiflh straight 
The Sycamores (6-3) didn't 
do much better: 9-of-24 for 37 
percent. 
Indiana State scored the 
first five points of the second 
half for a 30-J 7 lead but 
Loyola slowly whittled the 
deficit down to 53-50 on a 
pair of foul shots by Chris 
Williams. 
The Men of Lambda Chi Alpha 
would like to 
congratulate the following graduates 
aig DeSimone Eric Chisausky 
dam Wild Joe Finnegan 
Jeremy Malinowski 
345-7849 
Drin k Specials 
$3.50 Baltimore Zoo's (Best In Town) 
$1.25 12 oz Domestic Drafts 
Try our Soup & Sandwich $ 2.25 Rail 
of the day $3.50 $I .SO Lo ngnecks 
Mond;o- Lunch Special $2.25 Bacardi Spice Mixers 
Panther Club w/ chlps .... $4.50 
Monday Night Football 
Mond;o- Pmncr Special (on 3 Big Screens) 
Smothered Chicken. choice of 2 sides, We now have 
& salad_.$6.SO Golden Tee ·99 
Chicken Pozza or Taco Plna-$7.95 Tournament Ed1t1on. 
Express Lunch Menu Compete Nationally! Win Pnzcs! 
Open Sundays 11 am - 11 pm ATM Inside 
Congratulations to our 
1999 Sweetheart, 
Christine-Moore 
Love, 
the Men 
of 
Sigma 
Phi 
we had to do," Kruger said. "Our 
defen1;e charged up and we hit our 
hoto; offensively.'' 
Four of the six points scored in 
the streak were from junior guard 
Cleotis Brown. He hit a jumper in 
the lane to give the Illini a 59-58 
lead, and then. on the nexl posses-
sion, hit a running one hander to 
extend the Illini lead to three points. 
don't have to scramble at the end." young kids," Samuels said. 'They 
A layup off a fast break by Illini have to learn to fight through those 
freshman guard Cory Bradford put types of things.'' 
Illinois up five with two minutes The Illinois players knew 
remaining and caused Eastern to Eastern was not just going to sit 
call a time out down and let the IUini run away 
"Coach just told us to stay with lhe win. 
strong and not ler them run away ''We knew we had to keep the 
with it and not let them beat us to defense up," Brown said. "All they 
the basket," sophomore guard Kyle needed was a couple of three's to 
Hill said. get back in the game " 
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Eastern brings scar~ to Illinois 
By David Pump 
Associate sports editor 
CHAMPAIGN - They weren't 
even supposed to be· in the game, 
let alooe be uphy three points with 
3:35 remaining, as the Panthers . 
eventually fell to Illinois, 70-67, 
Saturday in Champaign. 
"It is really hard for them 
because they are expected to win, 
and we are just · 
trying to keep 
up," Panthyr 
junior Michael 
Forrest said. 
\kn', ll."~<1h.11l 
EIU 67 
-- -
Illini 70 
''We didn't care if they had the 
lead. We just wanted to -.vin the 
game." 
Eastern (4-5), which beJd the 
lead for most, of the afternoon, 
couldn't put the game away as the 
IUini (7-2) made big plays down 
the stretch en route to the win. 
"We worked hard, but we need 
to be stronger with rebounds," 
Panther guard Kyle Hill said. "We 
had a chance to put it away and we 
didn't do it" 
The Illini took the 59-58 lead 
for good as Cleotis ·Brown (15 
points) hit a jumper with 3:04 
remaining in t.tie contest 
"Cleotis understands that big 
plays are needed to be made, and 
be Jtllitle tli~m,:i • .E11Sfof:fj elJltCJi 
Rick Samuels said. 
The Panthers battled back and 
had a chance to tie it at 67 all with 
18 seconds remaining, but Hill 
(team-high 13 points) stepped out 
of bounds, turning the ball back 
over to Illinois. 
"The kids played hard," 
Samuels said. 'There were one or 
two flat spots, b'Qt the efforts were· 
generally goo4" 
Eastern took the lead with 4:08 
left in the.first half and built a nine-
poiot lead with 14:45 left in the 
game1 forcing Illinois to call a 
timeout. 
"Everybody was nervous," 
Brown said of the J;>anther lead. 
Minute stretch . 
makes difference 
as Brown· shines 
By Matt Wilson 
Sports editor 
CHAMPAIGN - The Eastern 
men's basketball team played the 
toughest 39 minutes of t.Qe season. 
But that one minute was all Illinois 
needed for a 70-67 come-from-
behind victpry Saturday in 
Champaign. 
"We had to"make the plays late 
in the game to get in the right col-
umn," Illinois head- coach Lon 
Kroger said. 
A tum-around jumper by 
Panther sophomore Merv Joseph 
gave Eastern a 58-57 lead with 
3:35 remaining. But before Eastern 
coald celebrate· the lead, Illinois 
rattled off six straight points in ooe 
minute to take a five-point lead of 
its own. 
''We were alert more with what 
See MllUTE Page 11 
.. -- # 
''From here on out we. cannot do 
that!' 
Illinois guard Cory Bradford 
(game-high 19 points) helped 
Illinois cut the lead down to two 
with 7:59 left scoring five straight 
points. 
"I thought that he (Bradford) 
looked aggressive from early on," 
Illinois coach Lon Kroger said. . 
"We talked to him about being 
aggressive, and today was a good 
step in that direction." 
The IUini · moved Bradford to • 
shooting guard and replaced him at 
the point with sophomore Sergio 
McClai:ii (11 points) to allow the 
freshman to concentrate on scor- -
ing~ -
''I thought Serg (McClain) did a 
good job at the point," Kroger said. 
".We will try that for a while 
because we have to score more 
poin~." 
· Heading .into the game Cllinois 
had the eighth-ranked defense in 
the nation, averaging 55.3 points 
against per game, but Eastern shot 
49 percent from the field. 
The Panther bench added a 
spark led by sophomore Greg 
Ktistou, Forrest and Merv Joseph. 
Ktistou, who is playing with a 
dislocated finger on his left hand, 
scored 10 points; Joseph added 
hltie pblli~ illii! F.t:ltrest «ias clllled 
upon to guard McClairl. 
"''We knew the type of defense 
Illinois played, and Michael 
Forrest was a really good option 
for us," Samuels said. 
Junior Marc Polite ( 11 points) 
gave Eastern its first lead of the 
game 6-4, 2:24 into the game fol-
lowing · a t.htee-pointer. The 
Panthers would build a seven-point 
lead in the first baJf .. following a 
three-pointer by Ktistou with i 1:52 
left before the intermission. . 
''We knew that we could play 
with any of these teams (lllioois 
and Purdue)," Hill said. 
'We have the players and the 
talent" 
December 14, 1 
Eastern guard Kyle 
(top) goes up for a 
against Illinois' Coiy 
Bradford as Keith 
Hibbler screens the 
defender. 
Junior Marc Polite 
looks to the· basket u 
Illinois defenders 
Cleotis Brown and 
Cory Bradford 
converge in the 
Panthers' 70-67 1088 
Saturday in 
Champaign. 
.Photoe 
Chad 
